A Man Named Martin
Part 1: The Man
Session One
Comprehensive Reformation Website: Concordia Seminary (St. Louis) has developed a great
website on the Reformation.
Luther's Formative Years: In this Concordia Theological Monthly article (April 1946), E. G.
Schweibert offers a fascinating account of Luther’s formative years, up through his completion
of elementary school.
The Plague: This article describes the cause, transmission and symptoms of the plague that
killed two of Luther’s colleagues at Erfurt.
Observant Augustinians: The monastic movement called the Order of Saint Augustine traced
its founding to Saint Augustine (d. 430). Before Luther’s time an observant movement started
among the Augustinians to focus on increased spirituality.
Welcome to a Day in the Life of a Monk: Experience a day in the life of a monk, from his
early rising, to his praying, labor, and the overall austerity that marks a man’s monastic decision.

In the Monastery

Session Two

The Flagellants: This fanatical and heretical sect took self-flagellation to an extreme 200
years before Luther’s time; their activities help explain the purposes of self-flagellation among
monks like Luther.
Of the Awful Judgment: For Awakening Fear in Oneself: Centuries before Luther, St.
Anselm wrote about sin and righteousness. His meditations on the depth of our sinfulness
help explain why Luther’s monastic period made his feelings of guilt and unworthiness
increase.
Johann von Staupitz: This is a biographical sketch of Luther’s Augustinian supervisor.

Luther’s Trip to Rome
Rome and Romans - - Martin Luther: This writing by Pastor Tom Browning certainly
carries a Presbyterian bent, but its focus on historical detail helps explain the backdrop and
particulars of Luther’s first trip to Rome, which greatly discouraged him.
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http://reformation500.csl.edu/
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Luther’s Formative Years
http://www.ctsfw.net/media/pdfs/SchwiebertFormativeYearsLuther.pdf
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The Plague
http://uhavax.hartford.edu/bugl/histepi.htm#plague
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Observant Augustinians
http://www.augnet.org/default.asp?ipageid=1199
Observant movement - 01
In 1992 an eminent medieval historian, Professor Francis Xavier Martin O.S.A. (now
deceased) stated that the Order of Saint Augustine has never adequately investigated
the history of its observant movement during the times before, during and after
the Protestant Reformation.
He attributed this partly to a degree of Augustinian shame about Martin Luther, who
was a member of the observant movement throughout his life as an Augustinian.
The Order of Saint Augustine was not far past its Grand Union of the year 1256 when
yearnings for its hermit (eremitical) origins of the previous two centuries led to
corresponding steps being taken by the leaders of the Order.
The title, Order of Hermits of Saint Augustine, was in fact a misnomer, yet it truthfully
reflected the origins of many of the groups that were drawn into the Order at the Grand
Union of 1256.
Persons looking back at the traditional hermit (eremitical) origins of the Augustinians
were often members who were looking for a greater spiritual intensity in Augustinian
life.
They sometimes feared that the call of the Church to apostolic activity in the
newer mendicant tradition had the potential to reduce the quality of spiritual and
community life.
There was a similar sense in those called the "spirituals" amongst the Franciscans in
Umbria, whereas the Augustinian hermit (eremitical) tradition was strongest in Tuscany.
In both the Franciscan and Augustinian Orders particularly, communities seeking this
supposed "original" intensity of spirituality, penitence and a more strict observance of
the spirit of Francis and Augustine were said to be part of an observant movement.
The observant movement was strong among the Augustinians in Tuscany partially
because of a tradition that was later proved to be historically incorrect.
They had thought that Augustine had lived in - or even possibly instituted - a hermitage
in Tuscany at some time between his conversion in Milan in 387 AD and his return to
Africa and the community at Thagaste in 388 AD. (In fact, it is certain that he spent
that time in Rome.)
This inaccuracy was compounded by a document later proved to bespurious, the socalled Sermones ad Fratres in Eremo ("Sermons [of Augustine] to the Brothers in the
Hermitage").
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From 1320 onwards, the unfounded claim was made about an unidentified Italian
hermitage named Centumcellae in which Augustine was said to have resided and
handed over his Rule, and another claim that he had visited the Eremo di Lecceto.
These claims were actively believed in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Because at this time members of the Order wished to believe that Augustine had
literally founded their Order, Centumcellae was proclaimed to have been the very first
house of the Order of Saint Augustine – established by Augustine himself 868 years
before the Grand Union.
As previously stated, any lingering desire for and idealizing of the eremitical (hermit)
style of life that had existed before the Grand Union would have resonated in spirit with
many more friars who only desired that their current mendicant lifestyle was lived by
them more authentically.
With the passage of time, the simplicity and especially the severity involved in their
religious life was being eroded by the granting of privileges and the promulgation of
dispensations and exceptions, and sometime also by the poor implementation of
regulations and the bad example of lax discipline.
There was the destructive force of endless exceptions to the Rule and the ruination
caused by the neglect of true poverty. A spirit of selfishness which sought personal
comfort and individualism was gaining strength within the Augustinian Order, whose
ideal was the common good.
In 1422, with the end of the Great Western Schism, the call for the Councils of Basel
was for “a renovation in the head and members of the Church.” The assembled prelates
sought to solve the problem by legislation, but if renewal is to be true and permanent it
must come from within.
For this to occur within a religious order, some members must arise whose spotless
lives and high ideals bring about a voluntary reform; whose steady courage and
persuasive powers will carry along the average religious. The Austins had many such
men.
Reform-minded Augustinians emerged in every nation where the Order was present,
except in France in England. France, however, had a belated, violent reform movement
in the seventeenth century.
Good religious chafed under this lawlessness but could do nothing because, in one
sense, lawlessness had become legalized. In an era when not every Pope or Prior
General was resistant to the granting of documents authorizing privileges and
dispensations, these documents usually contained strictest orders to lower superiors not
to interfere with the process.
The Observance hoped to move forwards by effecting a return to the exact observance
of the Augustinian vows and Constitutions. The Reform Congregations within the Order
of St Augustine abolished every personal privilege and every exception to the Rule.
Above all they bound themselves to practice perfect common life in which no one called
anything his own.
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Frequently this true new way of life was bitterly attacked, and the reformers found that
the best solution was to unite their followers in houses from which non observant
members were excluded. They protected themselves against the interference of
antagonistic provincials by the union of observant houses into new governmental
groupings.
These new governmental groupings were called congregations to distinguish them from
provinces, and were placed directly under the Prior General. This admittedly, created,
mini-orders within the Augustinian Order, but the only other practical alternative was
the breaking up of the original order into parallel but completely autonomous sections.
(This outcome won the day in the Franciscan Order, with the splitting into three
Franciscan Orders, which still exist today.)
This call for a return to the original spirit of the Gospels as seen in thewritings of St
Augustine was especially acute in various quarters of the Augustinian Order 1385, which
was 121 years after the Grand Union. The Order had begun to decline in numbers, and
materialism and decadence in the Church were blamed for it.
The scandal of the Avignon Papacy (1309-1378), the reduction of Augustinian numbers
through the Black Death (1348-1352 and 1361), and the uncertainly then being caused
by the Great Western Schism (1387-1417) led people to recall religious orders to their
original ideals and virtues.
The Eremo (hermitage) of Lecceto was accepted as a touchstone with Augustine by
people in medieval times because they firmly believed (incorrectly!) that Augustine had
visited an eremo (hermitage) there.
Within the Order of Saint Augustine, Lecceto was a regarded as a living expression of
the desire for its spiritual reform and renewal.
Already by the middle of the fourteenth century the eremo at Lecceto was famous as a
centre of mystical piety. Saint Catherine of Siena, who died in 1380, found one of her
spiritual directors there.
And so it was that, at the Augustinian General Chapter at Gran, Hungary in 1385
Lecceto was set aside as the first designated Augustinian house (convento) of strict
observance mandated from above. (Previously in 1357 the Augustinian convento at
Pavia in Italy had been taken from the Lombard Province and placed directly under the
authority of the Prior General, but this had been a local initiative.)
It thus became the official model for the Augustinian observant (or observantine)
movement. This was reinforced by repeated decrees at the General Chapters of 1394,
1397 and 1400.
Lecceto was taken from the Province of Siena, and placed directly under the Prior
General in a special way.
The observant (or observantine) movement in the Order of Saint Augustine had
officially begun. The eremo (hermitage) of Lecceto, which was dedicated to San
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Salvador ("the Holy Saviour"), was to be the good example of Augustinian community
living that hopefully other communities would then strive to copy.
The plan was at least successful to the extent that Lecceto gave excellent example of
Augustinian life.
As already stated, the Observant Congregation of Lecceto began after the Augustinian
General Chapter at Gran, Hungary in 1385. Its congregation remained small never
exceeding more than twelve houses.
Even so, from it came some of the most famous Augustinians of this period, for
example Charles Sforza of Attendola O.S.A., a brother to the duke of Milan who was
Archbishop of Milan; and Mariano of Genazzano O.S.A., the well-known humanist and
opponent of Girolamo Savanarola. Another was the famous cardinal, Giles of Viterbo
O.S.A..
It was followed by the large Congregation of Lombardy which grew from the reform of
Matthew de Introduce O.S.A.. In 1540 it comprised almost eighty houses but had an
unfortunate tendency towards complete independence from the Prior General.
The reform came to southern Italy through the Carbonaria of Naples which was
approved in 1421. Its greatest son was Cardinal Jerome Seripando O.S.A., papal legate
to the Council of Trent.
Simonetus of Camerino O.S.A.brought observance to the northeast section of Italy in
1436. His Congregation of Monte Ortone remained the smallest, its houses never
numbering more than five. It gave the Order Blessed Gratis a Cattaro O.S.A.
(Yugoslavia), a lay brother of extraordinary holiness. The north-western part of Italy
was reformed by the Congregation of Genoa, approved in 1473.
Other reform groups were the Congregations of Perugia in 1436, Santa Maria del
Popolo, Rome, in 1470, and Puglia in 1492. The Congregation of Santa Maria del Popolo
had the Augustinian reform movement in Irelandaffiliated with it.
All of these congregations added lustre to the Order. Their excellent monastic life
induced King James IV of Scotland to petition Pope Julius II in 1509 for a foundation in
his kingdom. This concerned re-using a building at Manuel, West Lothian, Scotland,
but it is uncertain whether an Augustinian house was or was not ever established there
Only one congregation failed and brought the Order to the brink of disaster: the
Congregation of Saxony which produced Martin Luther. In Germany, Martin
Luther at Erfurt was a member of an observant house of the Order of Saint Augustine.
His ill-fated journey to Rome in the winter of 1510-1511 was on business of the
Augustinian observant houses inGermany.
The Augustinian observant congregation of Germany was seeking greater autonomy
from the other houses (called "conventual" houses) of the Augustinians in Germany.
The Augustinian Prior General that Luther was to meet in Rome was Giles of Viterbo
O.S.A., who like Luther was a member of an observant congregation, i.e., Lecceto.
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Whatever the Saxon Congregation of Saxony lost for the Order was more than regained
by the Observants of the Iberian peninsula. They produced Saints John of Sahagun
O.S.A. and Thomas of Villanova O.S.A..
The latter initiated the great missionary work in South America from where it expanded
to the Philippines, Japan and China. Reform also prepared Portugal for its missions
in India especially along the Bay of Bengal.
In Spain, the observant movement became so strong that the remaining houses of the
Order of Saint Augustine in Spain were well in the minority.
The disinclination of the observant houses in Spain to be open to directions from the
Prior General in Rome was partly due to the increase in Spanish nationalism, and the
awareness that in the matter of reform they had almost no equal - and did not feel that
instructions from Rome were very necessary for themselves.
The friars who belonged to the Augustinian observantine congregations were sometimes
considered the least learned of the Order. According to Herrera, a medieval Augustinian
friar and historian, these friars "devoted themselves more to prayer than to study."
However, the definitors of the Spanish congregation - always one of the most rigid rejected the unfavorable judgment of the conventual brethren who categorized them as
"simple and unlearned".
They asserted in their chapter of 1493 that it was pure calumny and without foundation.
"By the grace of God almost all our priests know how to read well and can both sing and
understand what they read. Further, among our brethren there are many learned men
and good preachers, even though they are not concerned about degrees."
An anonymous Carthusian reiterated the same basic point regarding the French
Augustinians of that period. In his De religionum origine, composed c. 1475, he states
that although he had met only a few Augustinians, those he knew were "venerable men
and very good preachers." The same can be said of the English Augustinians (Austin
Friars).
The Observance succeeded only after a long and at times bitter struggle. Provincials
deeply resented the constant efforts of the Observants to wrest the largest and most
substantial houses from their control. The latters' retort that the bad example of such
houses in important cities was more scandalous than in small places was convincing,
but the conventuals (i.e., the non-Observants) seldom credited the Observants with
such noble motives.
The Observants usually won out because the secular arm supported them in most
instances and the populace has ever admired a strict religious life. The attitude of the
Prior Generals veered from the conventuals to the observants according to their own
affiliation. All the great Augustinian Prior Generals of the fifteenth century came from
the Observance.
In numerical summary, it can be said that on the eve of the Protestant
Reformation (and when Giles of Viterbo O.S.A. was Prior General in 1507-1517), there
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were at least ten observant congregations: six in Italy, two in Spain, one in Germany,
and one in Ireland.
The movement was so successful in the Order of Saint Augustine that it captured the
office of Prior General a number of times during the fifteenth century, including one friar
who was one of the greatest-ever occupants of the office of Prior General, Giles of
Viterbo O.S.A..

Observant congregations sought increasing autonomy, which unavoidably cut back the
unity of the whole Order and the ability of the Prior General to exercise his authority.
This caused difficulties in Spain and Germany. In Spain, the matter was resolved
amicably, assisted by Giles of Viterbo O.S.A. as Prior General acting with care and
sensitivity.
To understand Martin Luther in the context of the complicated origins of the Protestant
Reformation, it is beneficial to understand the Augustinian observant movement.
This was a movement of reform within the Augustinian Order decades before Luther
broadened his scope to call for broader reform within the Church generally.
The first observant house designated by an Augustinian General Chapter was
the eremo (hermitage) of Lecceto. It was declared thus by the Augustinian General
Chapter at Gran, Hungary in 1585, and again by subsequent chapters.
At the local level, an Augustinian convento (house) could be declared observant if a
majority of the community desired it, and often won consent of their Augustinian
Provincial (local superior) to only be assigned henceforth members who wished to adopt
this more strict form of community life.
Whereas observants of the Franciscan Order emphasised poverty above all else, the
Augustinian observants focused on an interiority that came from Augustinian
spirituality - an inner existence of prayer and meditation, supported by the following of
the vita communis (community life).
This was to be achieved by an unfailing attendance together at meals and set
community prayer, as well as through the removal of personal possessions and of all
exemptions and dispensations.
Augustinian observant houses in a geographical area then formed a unit called
a congregation, located within a standard Augustinian province yet in certain issues
autonomous from it.
In a nation (e.g., Italy, Spain, Germany and Ireland), therefore, there would be two
bodies of Augustinians – the observants, and the conventional group, called
"conventuals."
Both were officially under the control of the same Prior General, yet the relationship
between observant and conventual Augustinians in some nations was one of hostility
rather than of Christian charity.
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This tension was even greater, for example, in the more numerous Franciscan Order,
such that in 1517 the Franciscan observants were granted permission to become an
entirely separate religious order.
The observant congregations won exemptions. These were privileges or exemptions
from general law obtained over time variously from the Prior General or from the Holy
See (the Pope).
The impact of the observant movement on the Order of Saint Augustine is highlighted
by the fact that the observant movement included the four Augustinians who were most
influential before, during and after theProtestant Reformation.
These were Giles of Viterbo O.S.A. (who also was Prior General for twelve years), Martin
Luther O.S.A. in Germany, Girolamo Seripando O.S.A.(Italy, and also a Prior General),
and (Saint) Thomas of Villanova O.S.A.(Spain).
By the sixteenth century, however, its success led to its loss of spiritual tone, and this
tone was partly replaced by an attitude of superiority over the greater number of
conventual Augustinians.
The Protestant Reformation and subsequent civil upheavals affected adversely the
number of members in the Order of Saint Augustine in a number of countries
(Germany, France, England, Hungary, Poland, and less so Italy and Spain).
A number of observant congregations ceased.
A step in the opposite direction happened, however, at Toledo in Spain in 1588, when a
Provincial Chapter approved the formation of the Order of Augustinian Recollects, which
finally was granted complete separation from the Order of Saint Augustine in 1912.
Today members of the Order of Augustinian Recollects (O.A.R.) minister in nineteen
nations, most of which have a Hispanic background: Spain, throughout much of Latin
America, Philippines, and also in Taiwan, China, Sierra Leone, USA and England.
There are presently no officially designated observant houses or congregations in the
Order of Saint Augustine in an official sense.
In recent times, the Convento Sant’Agostino in San Gimignano, Italy has been
recognised as a place of Augustinian pilgrimage and prayer, yet the two Augustinians
there are ascribed members of the Augustinian Province of Italy in the same manner as
in any other Italian convento of the Order of Saint Augustine.
Another special place in Augustinian history and spiritual tradition is
theEremo (hermitage) of Lecceto. It is now occupied by Augustinian contemplative
nuns.
AUGUSTINIAN OBSERVANT REFORM MOVEMENTS
(Following the previous pages, this second coverage of this topic is summarised from an
older German Catholic Encyclopedia.)
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In the fourteenth century, discipline became relaxed in the Augustinian communities
(and in those of other mendicant orders as well.)
This was the result of various causes, such as the mitigation of the Rule, either by
permission of the pope or through a lessening of fervour, but chiefly in consequence of
the Plague (1348-1352 and 1361), the Avignon papacy of 1309-1378, and the Great
Western Schism of 1378-1417.
In an effort to counteract the sudden decrease in numbers caused by the plague (“Black
Death”), the admission standards to religious orders were lowered and a reduced
quality of preparation was given to new members.
And with the seventy-year embarrassment of continuously two claimants to the papacy,
the Great Western Schism dramatically lowered both the respect for and the
effectiveness of higher authority in the Church.
In a phenomenon similar to that which struck other religious orders, there emerged a
number of Augustinian reformers anxious to restore the Order to its initial fervour and
spirit.
These highly motivated Augustinians began several reformed congregations (i.e.,
regional groups of reform-seeking Augustinian communities), which received papal
encouragement and recognition.
(The reform communities were called “observant congregations” because they called for
a stricter observance of the Rule of Augustine, the Constitutions of the Order, and of the
practical aspects of religious poverty and fasting.)
By the papal recognition of their observant congregation, the members of a declared
observant (reformed)convento were guaranteed that the local Augustinian Provincial
(regional superior) could not henceforth transfer them to a non-observant convento.
Some Augustinian Priors General actively promoted observant congregations as a
vehicle for the reform of Augustinian communities. Other Priors General, however,
disfavoured them out of their fear for losing the unity of the Order.
(Their fear was a real one, for in 1517 the division in the Franciscan Order became so
severe that the Franciscan observants succeeded in becoming a completely separate
Order.)
These Augustinian Priors General regarded observant congregations as being a divisive
movement that supported the impression that there existed separate "strict" and "lax"
Augustinian communities.
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They thought that this could bring about reform only to limited sections of the Order,
which would possibly be detrimental to the prospect of its universal reform.
Once approved by Rome, each of these regional observant movements elected its own
vicar-general. Thereby generally removed from the authority of the Augustinian
Provincial (regional superior), all were nevertheless ultimately under the control of the
Prior General of the Order of Saint Augustine.
The most important of these observant congregations was centred on the
Augustinian eremo (hermitage) of Lecceto (see photo gallery), in the Tuscan district of
Siena. The Augustinian community at Lecceto was constituted as an observant
congregation in 1385, and soon drew 12 participating Augustinian convents into its
movement of community reform and renewal.
In chronological order, other Augustinian observant congregations in Italy were those of
St. John in Carbonara (Naples) founded about 1390 and having 14 convents; of Perugia
(1491), having 11; the Lombardic Congregation (1430), 56; the Congregation of the
Spanish Observance (1430), which after 1505 comprised all the Castilian monasteries;
of Monte Ortono near Padua (1436), having 6 convents; of the Blessed Virgin at Genoa,
also called Our Lady of Consolation (c. 1470), 25; of Apulia in Italy (c. 1490), 11; the
German, or Saxon, Congregation (1493) (see next paragraph); the Congregation of
Zampani in Calabria (1507), 40; the Dalmatian Congregation (1510), 6; the
Congregation of the Colorites, or of Monte Colorito, Calabria (1600), 11; of Centorbio in
Sicily (1590), 18; of the "Little Augustinians" of Bourges, France (c. 1593), 20; and of
the Spanish, Italian, and French congregations of Recollect (and sometimes called
Discalced, or Barefooted) Augustinians.
Among these reformed congregations, besides those of the Recollect Augustinians, the
most significant was the Augustinian Observant Congregation of Saxony (in Germany).
As had happened in Italy, Spain, and France, reform began as early as the fifteenth
century in the four German Augustinian provinces that had existed since 1299.
Johannes Zachariae O.S.A. of Eschwege, a Provincial of the Order in Saxony and a
professor of theology at the University of Erfurt, began a reform in 1492.
Andreas Proles O.S.A., prior of the convento of Himmelpforten near Wernigerode, strove
to introduce the reforms of Father Heinrich Zolter in as many Augustinian monasteries
as possible.
Proles, aided by Father Simon Lindner of Nuremberg and other zealous Augustinians,
worked assiduously until his death in 1503 to reform the Augustinian communities in
Saxony, even calling in the assistance of the secular ruler of the region.
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As the result of his efforts, the German, or Saxon, Augustinian Observant (Reformed)
Congregation, recognized in 1493, comprised nearly all the important convents of the
Order of Saint Augustine in the four German provinces of the Order of Saint Augustine.
Johann von Staupitz O.S.A., his successor as vicar of the Augustinian observant
congregation of Saxony, followed in his footsteps. Staupitz had been prior of the
Augustinians at Tubingen, and then at Munich.
He then had taken a prominent part in founding the University of Wittenberg in 1502,
where he became a professor of theology and the first dean of that faculty.
Even after the public outbreak of the Protestant Reformation in 1517 Staupitz
entertained friendly sentiments towards Martin Luther O.S.A., looking upon his
proceedings as not being heretical but as being directed only against ecclesiastical
abuses.
By 1519, however, Staupitz gradually changed his impression of Luther and turned
away from his theology.
Staupitz resigned his office of vicar-general of the Augustinian German observant
congregation in 1520, and soon afterwards transferred to the Order of Saint Benedict.
Father Wenzel Link O.S.A., a preacher at Nuremberg and a former professor and dean
of the theological faculty at Wittenberg was elected his successor.
Link, however, shortly afterwards cast his lot with Luther, whose views were endorsed
at a chapter of the Augustinian Saxon province held at Wittenberg in January 1522.
In 1523 Link resigned his office, and this virtually ended the German observant
movement of the Order of Saint Augustine.
The German Augustinian observant communities that remained faithful to Rome then
affiliated with the Lombardic observant congregation of the Order in northern Italy.

return to index
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Welcome to a Day in the Life of a Monk
http://www.pbs.org/empires/martinluther/monk_welcom.html
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prayer.
They were allowed to rest again after their midday meal but many spent that time in private reflection and
reading.
They slept on narrow slaps of stone with only straw for padding, with only coarse blankets as a covering.

readings. After a short nap, prayers were again held at sunrise, and then at three-hour intervals throughout the
day.
The 6am prayers were called Prime. Around 11.45am the monks would conduct the Chapter Mass, which is
similar to the Catholic service of today.
In the early evenings the friars chanted Vespers in the monastery chapel. As each psalm came to an end they
stood up and bowed in praise of God.
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On Sundays the Psalms were sung in one or other of the eight plainchant modes. Later, before bed, came the
final choir office, Compline or completion with its brief and beautiful ‘anthem’ to Mary at the end.
If anyone was late and missed processing with the other monks, he would have to come in alone to the chapel
and stretch himself out on the floor in the middle of the choir, as a sign of apology for being late. When the subprior gave a signal, the latecomer was allowed to rise and go to his place.
Alongside the official liturgy, private prayer, especially mental prayer, always held an important place, with the
monks spending many hours in personal contemplation of God and their faith.

so seriously he was known to leave the confessional and then go straight back in to repent further sins.
The importance of penance also led to a culture of self-mortification where monks performed rituals designed to
test their faith and endurance, and to show how humble they were before their God.
These included fasting, manual labour and could include sleeping on hard benches, without any blankets on or
in Luther’s case sleeping or lying out in the snow.
Medieval Christians were intent on purging their sins and proving their faith which is why penance played such
a large role in their lives.
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Aside from prayer a monk needed to be industrious to help the monastery survive. During the day, Monks
worked in the monastery garden, helped with the cooking, cleaning, and laundry, and did other jobs that the
abbot – the chief monk – gave them to do.
Growing crops such as wheat and barley and vegetables was the core occupation. Monks became so
sophisticated at providing for themselves that many monasteries became well-known commercial operations.
They also invented ground-breaking methods of agriculture that are still used today.
Because supplies of clean water were rare in the Medieval world, monasteries also specialized in beer and wine
production – a skill which many have continued into the modern world. In England some monasteries became
enormously wealthy by raising sheep and selling the wool.
And then there was the maintenance of the monastery itself; opening and shutting the gates, winding the clocks,
sweeping and polishing the church and cleaning out the cells.
But the chief occupation of many monasteries was creating books in the scriptorium. In the days before
printing, books were written out by hand using colors combined with egg whites, even real gold and silver to
painstakingly illustrate and enhance their handiwork.
Writing out long books by hand was hard, slow work. An expert monk might copy out two or three books in a
year – working full time. But it was through the work of these medieval monks that many of the great works of
ancient literature were preserved through the dark ages and into the modern era.
The life of a monk was on the whole, a hard one.
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Foods consisted of what was grown within the monastery and what could be begged from nearby towns.
Their main foodstuffs included vegetables such as turnips or salad, dark breads, porridges, an occasional fish,
cheese curds, beer, ale, or mead. Fish was smoked and meat dried to increase their longevity.
As a rule, monks did not eat meat except if they were ill and on special occasions.
As there was no clean water, beer and wine were the standard beverages and many monasteries housed a
brewery or a vineyard. Indeed, monks are believed to have invented beer.

inferiors.
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In return, the community would also rely on the expertise and knowledge of monks who had devoted their lives
to study. They would turn to the monastery for help with sickness and disease; monasteries were the first
institutions to provide ongoing health care – the precursors of modern hospitals.
And most importantly, the monasteries were often the sites of the first schools. Originally set up to train young
monks in the making, these schools soon extended their intake to include the children of the local community.
These monastic schools are still common across Europe, and are recognized as some of the best available.

15.00 – Work
17.45 – Meal
18.00 – Church service
19.15 – Private reading and prayer
19.45 – Church service
20.00 – Bed and sleep
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6. The Abbot must hold meetings with all the
monks to decide monastery business.
7. The Abbot’s orders must be obeyed without
argument.
8. Every monk must take a vow of chastity.
9. No one should own anything.
10. Monks must pray together seven times a
day.
11. At every meal, there must be a reading
from the bible.
12. Great care must be taken of those who are
sick.
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Chancellor – in charge of the library, and the
copying by hand of books.
Cowl – hood
Crozier – ornamental shepherd’s crook, carried
by abbot (or bishop)
Girdle- rope belt, with attached crucifix
Habit- the loose robe worn by all monks
Infirmarian – in charge of medical care,
particularly herbal medicine
Insignia – general word for ceremonial
clothing and objects
Hospitaller – looked after the guest house – no
visitor to the abbey was denied hospitality.
Mitre – ceremonial hat worn by abbot (or
bishop)
Novice – a beginner; someone who has
recently joined a monastery. Novice monks
spent two or three years in training, before
deciding whether to take their final vows.
Precentor – in charge of music; the abbey
choir-master
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Prior – assistant to the abbot, or chief of a
small monastery (prioress in a nunnery).
Sacrist – looked after the monastery’s
treasures, and vestments.
Tonsure – shaved hair-style, leaving a circle of
hair (like a crown of thorns)
Vestments- ceremonial clothing worn
sometimes during church services.
Vestmen
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The Flagellants
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06089c.htm

Flagellants
A fanatical and heretical sect that flourished in the thirteenth and
succeeding centuries, Their origin was at one time attributed to the
missionary efforts of St. Anthony of Padua, in the cities of Northern Italy,
early in the thirteenth century; but Lempp (Zeitschrift für
Kirchengeschichte, XII, 435) has shown this to be unwarranted. Every
important movement, however, has its forerunners, both in the idea out
of which it grows and in specific acts of which it is a culmination. And,
undoubtedly, the practice of self-flagellation, familiar to the folk as the
ascetic custom of the more severe orders (such as the Camaldolese,
the Cluniacs, the Dominicans), had but to be connected in idea with the
equally familiar penitential processions popularized by
the Mendicants about 1233, to prepare the way for the great outburst of
the latter half of the thirteenth century. It is in 1260 that we first hear of
the Flagellants at Perugia. The terrible plague of 1259, the long-continued
tyranny and anarchy throughout the Italian States,
the prophecies concerning Antichrist and the end of the world by Joachim
of Flora and his like, had created a mingled state of despair and
expectation among the devout lay-folk of the middle and lower classes.
Then there appeared a famous hermit of Umbria, Raniero Fasani, who
organized a brotherhood of "Disciplinati di Gesù Cristo", which spread
rapidly throughout Central and Northern Italy.
The brotherhoods were known by various names in various localities
(Battuti, Scopatori, Verberatori, etc.), but their practices were very
similar everywhere. All ages and conditions were alike subject to
this mental epidemic. Clergy and laity, men and women, even children of
tender years, scourged themselves in reparation for the sins of the whole
world. Great processions, amounting sometimes to 10,000 souls, passed
through the cities, beating themselves, and calling
the faithful to repentance. With crosses and banners borne before them
by the clergy, they marched slowly through the towns. Stripped to the
waist and with covered faces, they scourged themselves with leathern
thongs till the blood ran, chanting hymns and canticles of the Passion of
Christ, entering the churches and prostrating themselves before
the altars. For thirty-three days and a half this penance was continued by
all who undertook it, in honour of the years of Christ's life on earth.
Neither mud nor snow, cold nor heat, was any obstacle. The
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processions continued in Italy throughout 1260, and by the end of that
year had spread beyond the Alps to Alsace, Bavaria, Bohemia,
and Poland. In 1261, however, the ecclesiastical and civil
authorities awoke to the danger of such an epidemic, although its
undesirable tendencies, on this occasion, were rather political than
theological. In January the pope forbade the processions, and
the laity realized suddenly that behind the movement was no sort
of ecclesiastical sanction. It ceased almost as quickly as it had started,
and for some time seemed to have died out. Wandering flagellants are
heard of in Germany in 1296. In Northern Italy, Venturino of Bergamo,
a Dominican, afterwards beatified, attempted to revive the processions of
flagellants in 1334, and led about 10,000 men, styled the "Doves", as far
as Rome. But he was received with laughter by the Romans, and his
followers deserted him. He went to Avignon to see the pope, by whom he
was promptly relegated to his monastery, and the movement collapsed.
In 1347 the Black Death swept across Europe and devastated the
Continent for the next two years. In 1348 terrible earthquakes occurred
in Italy. The scandals prevalent in Church and State intensified in the
popular mind the feeling that the end of all things was come. With
extraordinary suddenness the companies of Flagellants appeared again,
and rapidly spread across the Alps, through Hungary and Switzerland. In
1349 they had reached Flanders, Holland, Bohemia, Poland,
and Denmark. By September of that year they had arrived in England,
where, however, they met with but little success. The English people
watched the fanatics with quiet interest, even expressing pity and
sometimes admiration for their devotion; but no one could be induced to
join them, and the attempt at proselytism failed utterly. Meanwhile
in Italy the movement, in accordance with the temperament of the
people, so thorough, so ecstatic, yet so matter-of-fact and practical
in religious matters, spread rapidly through all classes of the community.
Its diffusion was marked and aided by the popular laudi, folk-songs of the
Passion of Christ and the Sorrows of Our Lady, while in its wake there
sprang up numberless brotherhoods devoted to penance and the corporal
works of mercy. Thus the "Battuti" of Siena, Bologna, Gubbio, all founded
Case di Dio, which were at once centres at which they could meet
for devotional and penitential exercises, and hospices in which the sick
and destitute were relieved. Though tendencies towards heresy soon
became apparent, the sane Italian faith was unfavourable to its growth.
The confraternities adapted themselves to the permanent
ecclesiastical organization, and not a few of them have continued, at least
as charitable associations, until the present day. It is noticeable that the
songs of the Laudesi during their processions tended more and more to
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take on a dramatic character. From them developed in time the
popular mystery-play, whence came the beginnings of the Italian drama.
As soon, however, as the Flagellant movement crossed the Alps into
Teutonic countries, its whole nature changed. The idea was welcomed
with enthusiasm; a ceremonial was rapidly developed, and almost as
rapidly a specialized doctrine, that soon degenerated into heresy. The
Flagellants became an organized sect, with severe discipline and
extravagant claims. They wore a white habit and mantle, on each of
which was a red cross, whence in some parts they were called the
"Brotherhood of the Cross". Whosoever desired to join this brotherhood
was bound to remain in it for thirty-three and a half days, to
swear obedience to the "Masters" of the organization, to possess at least
four pence a day for his support, to be reconciled to all men, and,
if married, to have the sanction of his wife. The ceremonial of the
Flagellants seems to have been much the same in all the northern cities.
Twice a day, proceeding slowly to the public square or to the
principal church, they put off their shoes, stripped themselves to the
waist and prostrated themselves in a large circle. By their posture they
indicated the nature of the sins they intended to expiate,
the murderer lying on his back, the adulterer on his face, the perjurer on
one side holding up three fingers, etc. First they were beaten by the
"Master", then, bidden solemnly in a prescribed form to rise, they stood in
a circle and scourged themselves severely, crying out that their blood was
mingled with the Blood of Christ and that their penance was preserving
the whole world from perishing. At the end the "Master" read a letter
which was supposed to have been brought by an angel from heaven to
the church of St. Peter in Rome. This stated that Christ, angry at the
grievous sins of mankind, had threatened to destroy the world, yet, at
the intercession of the Blessed Virgin, had ordained that all who should
join the brotherhood for thirty-three and a half days should be saved. The
reading of this "letter", following the shock to the emotions caused by the
public penance of the Flagellants, aroused much excitement among the
populace. In spite of the protests and criticism of the educated,
thousands enrolled themselves in the brotherhood. Great processions
marched from town to town, with crosses, lights, and banners borne
before them. They walked slowly, three or four abreast, bearing their
knotted scourges and chanting their melancholy hymns. As the number
grew, the pretences of the leaders developed. They professed a ridiculous
horror of even accidental contact with women and insisted that it was
of obligation to fast rigidly on Fridays. They cast doubts on
the necessity or even desirability of the sacraments, and even pretended
to absolve one another, to cast out evil spirits, and to work miracles.
They asserted that the ordinary ecclesiastical
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jurisdiction was suspended and that their pilgrimages would be continued
for thirty-three and a half years. Doubtless not a few of them hoped to
establish a lasting rival to the Catholic Church, but very soon
the authorities took action and endeavoured to suppress the whole
movement. For, while it was thus growing in Germany and
the Netherlands, it had also entered France.
At first this fatuus novus ritus was well received. As early as 1348, Pope
Clement VI had permitted a similar procession in Avignon in entreaty
against the plague. Soon, however, the rapid spread
and heretical tendencies of the Flagellants, especially among the
turbulent peoples of Southern France, alarmed the authorities. At the
entreaty of the University of Paris, the pope, after careful inquiry,
condemned the movement and prohibited the processions, by
letters dated 20 Oct., 1349, which were sent to all
the bishops of France, Germany, Poland, Sweden, and England. This
condemnation coincided with a natural reaction of public opinion, and the
Flagellants, from being a powerful menace to all settled public order,
found themselves a hunted and rapidly dwindling sect. But, though
severely stricken, the Flagellant tendency was by no means eradicated.
Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries there
were recrudescences of this and similar heresies. In Germany, about
1360, there appeared one Konrad Schmid, who called himself Enoch, and
pretended that all ecclesiastical authority was abrogated, or rather,
transferred to himself. Thousands of young men joined him, and he was
able to continue his propaganda till 1369, when the vigorous measures of
the Inquisition resulted in his suppression. Yet we still hear of trials and
condemnations of Flagellants in 1414 at Erfurt, in 1446 at Nordhausen, in
1453 at Sangerhausen, even so late as 1481 at Halberstadt. Again the
"Albati" or "Bianchi" are heard of in Provence about 1399, with
their processions of nine days, during which they beat themselves
and chanted the "Stabat Mater". At the end of the fourteenth century,
too, the great Dominican, St. Vincent Ferrer, spread
this penitential devotion throughout the north of Spain, and crowds of
devotees followed him on his
missionary pilgrimages through France, Spain, and Northern Italy.
In fact, the great outburst of 1349, while, perhaps, more widespread and
more formidable than similar fanaticisms, was but one of a series of
popular upheavals at irregular intervals from 1260 until the end of the
fifteenth century. The generating cause of these movements was always
an obscure amalgam of horror of corruption, of desire to imitate the
heroic expiations of the great penitents, of apocalyptic vision,
of despair at the prevailing corruption in Church and State. All these
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things are smouldering in the minds of the much-tried populace of
Central Europe. It needed but a sufficient occasion, such as the
accumulated tyranny of some petty ruler, the horror of a great plague, or
the ardent preaching of some saintly ascetic, to set the whole of
Christendom in a blaze. Like fire the impulse ran through the people, and
like fire it died down, only to break out here and there anew. At the
beginning of each outbreak, the effects were
generally good. Enemies were reconciled, debts were paid, prisoners were
released, ill-gotten goods were restored. But it was the merest
revivalism, and, as always, the reaction was worse than the former
stagnation. Sometimes the movement was more than suspected of being
abused for political ends, more often it exemplified the fatal tendency of
emotional pietism to degenerate into heresy. The Flagellant movement
was but one of the manias that afflicted the end of the Middle Ages;
others were the dancing-mania, the Jew-baiting rages, which the
Flagellant processions encouraged in 1349, the child-crusades, and the
like. And, according to the temperament of the peoples among whom it
spread, the movement became a revolt and a fantastic heresy, a rush
of devotion settling soon into pious practices and good works, or a mere
spectacle that aroused the curiosity or the pity of the onlookers.
Although as a dangerous heresy the Flagellants are not heard of after the
fifteenth century, their practices were revived again and again as a
means of quite orthodox public penance. In France, during the sixteenth
century, we hear of White, Black, Grey, and Blue Brotherhoods.
At Avignon, in 1574, Catherine de' Medici herself led a procession of
Black Penitents. In Paris, in 1583, King Henry III became patron of the
"Blancs Battus de l'Annonciation". On Holy Thursday of that year he
organized a great procession from the Augustinians to Notre-Dame, in
which all the great dignitaries of the realm were obliged to take part in
company with himself. The laughter of the Parisians, however, who
treated the whole thing as a jest, obliged the king to withdraw his
patronage. Early in the seventeenth century, the scandals arising among
these brotherhoods caused the Parliament of Paris to suppress them, and
under the combined assaults of the law, the Gallicans, and the sceptics,
the practice soon died out. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries Flagellant processions and self-flagellation were encouraged by
the Jesuits in Austria and the Netherlands, as well as in the far countries
which they evangelized. India, Persia, Japan, the Philippines, Mexico, and
the States of South America, all had their Flagellant processions; in
Central and South America they continue even to the present day, and
were regulated and restrained by Pope Leo XIII. In Italy generally and in
the Tyrol similar processions survived until the early years of the
nineteenth century; in Rome itself they took place in
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the Jesuit churches as late as 1870, while even later they occurred in
parts of Tuscany and Sicily. Always, however, these later
Flagellant processions have taken place under the control
of ecclesiastical authority, and must by no means he connected with the
heretical epidemic of the later Middle Ages.
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Of the Awful Judgment: for Awakening Fear in Oneself
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/anselm/meditations.iv.ii.html

St. Anselm's Book of Meditations and Prayers.
SECOND MEDITATION.
OF THE AWFUL JUDGMENT: FOR AWAKENING FEAR IN ONESELF.
[§ 15. The sinner’s fear.] My life affrights me. For when carefully reviewed, its whole course
shows in my sight like one great sin; or at least it is well-nigh nothing but barrenness. Or, if any
fruit is seen in it, that fruit is so false, or so imperfect, or in some way or other so tainted with decay
and corruption, that it must needs either fail to satisfy God, or else utterly offend Him.
So then, sinner, thy life, so far from being almost all, is altogether all steeped in sin, and
therefore worthy of condemnation; or else it is unfruitful, and deserving of disdain. But why
distinguish the unfruitful from the damnable? For surely, if it is unfruitful, it is damnable by that very
fact. For what the Truth hath spoken is as evident as it is true: ‘Every tree that doth not yield good
fruit shall be cut down and cast into the fire’ (St. Matt. iii. 10). For if I employ
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myself in

constructing something useful or serviceable, surely I do not value the result of my labour at the
price of the bodily sustenance which I consume while employed on the work. Who feeds a flock,
pray, which is to bring in less than the value of its pasturage? And yet Thou, O God, Thou dost all
too bountifully feed and foster me; and dost await me, good-for-nothing worm and foul sinner that
I am. O, how less offensive is a dead dog to the human senses than a sinful soul is to God; how
much more loathsome to God is this than that is to men! Ah, no; call not the sinner a man, but a
reproach, a disgrace to humanity; viler than a brute, more odious than a carcase. My soul is aweary
of my life; I am ashamed to live; I am afraid to die.
What, then, remains for thee to do, O sinner, but all through thy whole life to bewail thy whole
life, and in such wise to do so as that all thy whole life may be a bewailing of itself?
But here again my soul is sadly bewildered, and bewilderingly sad as well; for it grieves not in
proportion to its knowledge of itself, but slumbers on in such security as if it knew not in what plight
it is. O barren soul, what art thou doing? O sinful soul, why dost thou slumber? The day
of
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judgment is coming, the great day of the Lord is at hand; at hand, I say, and all too swift. The

day of wrath that day shall be; the day of tribulation and anguish, the day of calamity and misery,
the day of darkness and gloom, the day of cloud and whirlwind, the day of trumpet and the trumpet-
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cry. O bitter voice of the day of God! Why dost thou slumber, thou lukewarm soul? Thing neither
hot nor cold, and fit only to be vomited out of the mouth, why dost thou slumber? He that awakes
not, he that trembles not, at such thunders is not asleep but dead. O barren tree, where are thy
fruits? Tree fit only for the axe and the fire, fit to be cut down and burnt, what are thy fruits? Why,
they are only pricking thorns and bitter sins I Would to God the thorns pricked thee to repentance
and so got broken; would to God those bitter fruits dropped off and perished!
Perhaps thou thinkest some sin or other a little thing. Would that thy strict Judge thought any
sin a little thing! But, ah me, does not every sin by its unholiness dishonour God? What then; will
the sinner dare to call a sin a little thing? When is it a little thing to dishonour God? O dry and
useless tree, worthy of eternal flames, what wilt thou answer in that day when a strict
account,
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down to the twinkling of an eye, shall be required of thee of all the time dealt out to

thee for living in, as to how it has been spent by thee? Ay, then will be condemned whatsoever
shall be found in thee of labour or of leisure, of speech or of silence, down to the slightest thought;
even the very fact that thou hast lived; if that life has not been ruled and directed to the will of God.
Alas, how many sins will then start into view, as from an ambush, which now thou seest not! More,
assuredly, and more terrible, it may be, than those which thou now seest. How many things which
thou now thinkest not at all wicked, how many which thou now believest to be good, will then stand
forth unmasked, sins of the deepest, blackest die! Then without doubt thou wilt receive according
as thou hast done in the body; then, when there shall be no more time of mercy; then, when no
repentance shall be accepted, when no promise of amendment may be made.
Here reflect on what thou hast done, and what award thou must receive. If much good and
little evil, rejoice much; if much evil and little good, grieve much. What! O good-for-nothing sinner,
are not thy evil deeds enough to extort a great and bitter cry? Are they not enough to distil thy
blood
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and thy marrow into tears? Wo to the strange hardness, which such heavy hammers are

too light to break! O, insensible torpor, that such sharp goads are not sharp enough to waken! Alas
for the deadly sleep, that thunders so terrific are too dumb to startle! O worthless sinner, all this
should be enough to prolong a ceaseless grief; and surely it is enough to draw perpetual tears!
But why should I smother in silence aught of the weight or of the magnitude of the misery that
threatens? Why cheat the eyes of my soul? Shall I do so, that sudden sorrow may rain all
unforeseen on the sinner; or that the intolerable storm may pelt upon him unawares? Surely this
is riot for his interest. But if I should put into words whatever I might contrive to conjure up in
imagination, yet that could never bear any sort of comparison with the reality.
Therefore let my eyes drop tears all day and all night, and never rest. Come, sinner, come;
add fresh griefs to thy load of griefs; add terror to terror; add cry to cry; for He the very God will
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judge thee, in despite of whom I sin in every act of disobedience, and in every waywardness; He
who has returned me good for evil, whilst I have given Him evil for good; who is now most longsuffering, but
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will then be most severe; who is now most merciful, and will then be most just.

Wo is me! wo is me! Against Whom have I sinned? I have dishonoured God; provoked the
Omnipotent. Sinner that I am, what have I done! Against Whom have I done it! How wickedly have
I done it! Alas, alas! O wrath of the Omnipotent, fall not on me; wrath of the Omnipotent, where
could I endure thee? There is no place in all of me that could bear thy weight. O anguish! Here,
sins accusing; there, justice terrifying; beneath, the yawning frightful pit of hell; above, an angry
Judge; within, a burning conscience; around, a flaming universe! The just will scarcely be saved;
and the sinner entangled thus, whither, whither shall he fly? Tight bound, where shall I crouch and
cower; how shall I show my face? To hide will be impossible, to appear will be intolerable; I shall
long for the one, and it is nowhere; I shall loathe the other, and it is everywhere! What then? What
then? What will happen then? Who will snatch me from the hands of God? Where shall I find
counsel, where shall I find salvation? Who is He that is called the Angel of great counsel, that is
called the Saviour, that I may shriek His Name? Why, here He is;
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here He is; it is Jesus, Jesus

the very Judge Himself, in whose hands I am trembling!
[§ 16. The sinners hope.] Breathe again, sinner, breathe again; do not despair; trust in Him
Whom thou fearest. Fly home to Him from Whom thou hast fled away; cry cravingly to Him Whom
thou hast so proudly provoked. Jesus, Jesus; for the sake of this Thy Name, deal with me
according to this Name. Jesus, Jesus; forget Thy proud provoker, and bend Thine eye upon the
poor invoker of Thy Name, the Name so sweet, the Name so dear, the Name so full of comfort to
a sinner, and so full of blessed hope. For what is Jesus but Saviour? Therefore, Jesus, for Thine
own self’s sake be a Jesus to me; Thou who formedst me, that I perish not; who redeemedst me,
that Thou condemn me not; who createdst me by Thy goodness, that Thy handiwork perish not by
my iniquity. Recognise and own, Benignest, what is Thine; take away what is another’s. Jesus,
Jesus, mercy on me, while the day of mercy lasts, that Thou damn me not in the day of judgment.
For what profit shalt Thou have in my blood, if I go down into eternal corruption? ‘For the dead
shall not praise Thee, O Lord, nor any of them that go down to hell’ (Ps. cxiii. 17). If Thou
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fold

me in the wide, wide Bosom of Thy mercy, that Bosom will be none the less wide on my account.
Therefore admit me, O most desired Jesus, admit me into the number of Thine elect; that with
them I may praise Thee, and enjoy Thee, and make my boast in Thee amongst all who love Thy
Name; who with the Father and the Holy Ghost reignest gloriously throughout unending ages.
Amen.
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Johann von Staupitz
http://reformation500.csl.edu/bio/johann-von-staupitz/

Johann von Staupitz

During his time as Luther’s supervisor in the Augustinian order, Johann von
Staupitz had a direct influence upon his spiritual and theological development and
Luther later attributed much to his former monastic superior. It was Staupitz who
heard Luther’s confessions, served as his spiritual advisor during the spiritual
struggles of his early career, and eventually directed him to channel his prodigious
intellect and personal scrupulosity into his teaching at Wittenberg. It was also
Staupitz who would impress upon Luther an Augustinian understanding of sin and
grace that contributed to his criticisms and rejection of the Nominalist view of
salvation.
His birth date unknown, Staupitz came from noble stock in the Saxon town of
Motterwitz, where he counted as a childhood friend the future prince of Electoral
Saxony and patron of the Reformation, Frederick the Wise. He received his
education in liberal arts at Thomistic strongholds in Leipzig and Cologne, arriving in
Cologne in 1482 and earning his master of arts in 1489. Sometime shortly thereafter,
he took monastic orders with the Hermits of St. Augustine at their cloister in
Munich. In 1497, he left Munich to continue his theological studies at Tübingen,
earning his doctor’s degree by 1500.
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Staupitz’s education at Tübingen exposed him to the more fashionable Nominalist
teachings of the day. Noted Nominalist Gabriel Biel had taught earlier at Tübingen,
and his pupil, Wendelin Steinbach, remained there when Staupitz arrived. The
Nominalist views he learned did not lead the young Augustinian back to his
Thomistic roots, nor to embrace the via moderna, but instead to the namesake of his
order: Augustine of Hippo. While Nominalists made election contingent upon the
foreknowledge of God, which merely saw in advance the obedience of sinners doing
what was in them and accordingly dispenses grace to them (facientibus quod in se
est, Deus non denegat gratiam), Staupitz aligned election with an Augustinian
notion of predestination. God initiates salvation by first dispensing his grace, then
justifies the sinner according to the grace given. It was this Augustinian
understanding of sin and grace that Staupitz would impress upon Luther during
their time together and would help shape Luther’s early theological development.
Staupitz became Luther’s superior when he was named vicar-general of the
Reformed Congregation of the Hermits of St. Augustinian in Germany in 1503. After
graduating from Tübingen, Staupitz served from 1500 to 1502 as prior at the Munich
cloister where he took orders, but his longtime friend, Frederick the Wise, called him
in 1502 to serve as professor of Bible and dean of the theology faculty at the newly
founded university in Wittenberg. The Augustinian prior accepted, but within a year
he was named vicar-general of the reformed Augustinians. In the later Middle Ages,
many religious orders were divided between Observants and Conventuals; the
former sought a strict reform according to the order’s rule, while the latter resisted
such stern disciplinary measures. The Reformed Congregation was a confederation
of Observant houses throughout Germany, including Luther’s Black Monastery in
Erfurt, and it was constituted under direct supervision of the pope, not the
Augustinian general in Rome.
When Staupitz was chosen vicar-general, he hatched a plot to reform the
Augustinian orders throughout Saxony by uniting the Reformed Congregation with
the Saxon Conventuals in 1507. He received approval from the papal legate to
Germany, Cardinal Carvajal, through a 1510 papal bull. Upon hearing of the bull,
however, seven of the 29 Observant houses in the reformed congregation opposed
the measure. This eventually led the Erfurt cloister to send two representatives to
Rome to appeal the decision, one of which was Luther himself. While the decision in
Rome favored Staupitz (and as a consequence led to tension between Luther, who
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later came to support Staupitz, and his Erfurt brothers, who continued their
opposition), the vicar-general eventually tabled the merger in 1512 because of stiff
resistance.
These affairs led to another unintended contribution of Staupitz to the outbreak of
the Protestant Reformation: he chose Luther to replace him as professor of Bible at
Wittenberg in 1512. The relationship between Staupitz and Luther began as early as
1507, when Staupitz sent Luther to Wittenberg to lecture in his place the next year
and earn his bachelor of Bible. He would serve as Luther’s confessor and spiritual
advisor for a decade, leading to his suggestion that Luther earn his doctor’s degree in
theology and become a professor. Staupitz had been taxed by his teaching and
administrative responsibilities and he needed someone to succeed him in the chair at
Wittenberg. Luther would receive his doctor’s degree in an October 1512 ceremony
and two days later take Staupitz’s post as professor of Bible.
With the attempted reform of the Saxon order and his professorship at Wittenberg
behind him, Staupitz devoted the remainder of his tenure as vicar-general to
visitation and preaching. He was especially well-received at Nuremberg, where a
famous circle of disciples formed using the name Sodalitas Staupitziana. The group
included several members who would become significant figures after the onset of
the Reformation: Lazarus Spengler, the future councilman and reformer of
Nuremberg; Albrecht Dürer, the famous painter; and Christoph Scheurl, a humanist
who remained Catholic, but was still prominent in the administration of affairs in
Nuremberg. The group later changed the name of its sodality toMartinianer,
reflecting Luther’s influence.
Staupitz’s relationship with Luther continued well into the controversy over
indulgences. It was Staupitz who accompanied Luther during his October 1518
interview with Cardinal (Tomasso de Vio) Cajetan, mediating between the two and
urging Luther to submit to authority. When Luther would not, Staupitz absolved him
of his monastic vows, freeing him from the supervision of the Augustinian order to
purse his theological reforms. Nonetheless, Luther’s 1518 Resolutiones, an
explanation of the 95 Theses that he deemed congruent with the thought of his
mentor Staupitz, included a letter to his vicar-general requesting that Pope Leo X
consider the treatise favorably. In subsequent years, Staupitz began distancing
himself from Luther’s reforms. He eventually resigned his post with the Reformed
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Congregation at a 1520 chapter meeting in Eisleben to take a position as court
preacher and advisor to Cardinal Lang in Salzburg. A year later, he would receive a
papal exemption to cut ties with the Augustinian Hermits and join the Benedictines,
soon becoming abbot at the house in Salzburg.

Contact between Luther and Staupitz waned in the succeeding years. Luther sent a
1523 letter to his former superior, criticizing him for taking the post in Salzburg, as
well as for remaining loyal to the pope and in service to a cardinal. Staupitz replied
later, taking issue with the direction the Reformation had turned, both in its
theological positions and in the conduct of its adherents. Soon after composing the
response, he would die on December 28, 1524, and was buried at the Benedictine
monastery in Salzburg. Though Staupitz never left Rome for the Reformation, his
writings raised enough suspicion during the Counter Reformation that they were
placed on the Index of Prohibited Books in 1559.

return to index
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Rome and Romans - - Martin Luther
http://www.monergism.com/thethreshold/articles/onsite/browning/Lesson7.pdf

In order to properly understand the importance of Luther’s journey to Rome in the winter of
1510, it is important to understand something of the place and standing of indulgences in
medieval Catholicism. I bring that up even though indulgences were not, in fact, the reason
Luther went to Rome. At the time, Luther was an up and coming young priest in his order
and he accepted the Catholic Church’s teaching regarding indulgences without reservations
of any kind. His opposition to indulgences would come later and when it finally did come it
was really only directed toward those scandalous abusers of the practice like Tetzel. No it
would be later, much later in fact, before Luther would finally call into question the
sacrament of penance and the whole concept of indulgences. You see when Luther visited
Rome in the winter of 1510, he longed to obtain for himself and for those he loved just about
any and every indulgence he could. Still that is not the principal reason he went.
Actually, when Luther went to Rome in 1510, it wasn’t because of indulgences …it was
rather because he was sent. He was sent as one of two representatives for his monastical
order, the Order of the Augustinian Hermits. He was sent along with another monk to
represent one side of a conflict over how the Order of the Augustinian Hermits ought to be
organized and governed. Now the details of that conflict aren’t very important. Besides,
Luther wasn’t even the principal representative or leader on the trip. He was the junior
partner…in fact, he was simply a traveling partner…the Augustinians required monks travel
in pairs. But that was all right with Luther. His secondary role allowed him a good deal of
free time to see and to explore the glories of Rome.
Now when Luther visited Rome in the winter of 1510, he wasn’t really interested in any of
the great archaeological sites tourists want to see today. He wasn’t really interested in the
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Roman Forum or even the Pantheon. No, when Luther visited Rome in the winter of 1510, he
was only interested in the great ecclesiastical sites. That is, he was only interested in seeing
for himself those religious shrines and holy places that provided opportunities to do works of
penance and to gain indulgences. That is why, of course, I mentioned the fact that to
understand the importance of Luther’s trip you have to understand something of the nature
and place of penance and indulgences in medieval Catholicism. You see…many…most of
the religious shrines and holy places in Rome had indulgences attached to them. When a
person visited such a shrine and listened to a mass…made confession and received
communion, they were eligible to obtain whatever indulgence was attached to the place. The
indulgence they received then reduced the amount of time or temporal punishment that
person or whatever person they designated in their place would receive in purgatory. As a
result, Luther’s journey to Rome, more or less, took on the nature of a quest…a
pilgrimage…meaning that Luther was striving to obtain as many indulgences as he could. So,
Luther wanted to see everything. Of course, what actually happened was that he saw and
learned a great many things that disappointed him. But before I talk about that, I think I
ought to take just a minute or two and put into your mind something of the difficulty of
Luther’s journey to Rome.
The trip from Erfurt to Rome is six hundred and thirty-four miles by air. But, of course,
Luther did not take the trip by air. Nor did he travel by coach or wagon or even by mule. No,
Luther walked…he walked the whole long way. Just so you can get a sense of the kind of
distance we are talking about…the trip from Erfurt to Rome is just about exactly the same
distance as a trip from Arlington to Denver.
Of course the walk in his day would have actually been a lot longer than six hundred and
thirty-four miles and the principal reason for the additional mileage was that Luther would
not have been able to walk in a straight line from Erfurt to Rome. There was a small obstacle
in his way…a small geological obstacle otherwise known as the Swiss Alps1.
Now during their trip, Luther and his companion would have walked from one major city or
town to the next. In that regard they would have been fortunate. Larger towns had
monasteries and since they were monks, they would have been permitted and even welcomed
to stay in any number of monasteries along the way and that would have been important
because it would have resolved the problem of food and shelter for them. Of course, they
would not have always been able to make it from one monastery to the next in a day’s
journey and would have had to sometimes manage for themselves.
Now, I mentioned the Alps a moment ago but I ought to add that in Luther’s day, travelers
did not especially enjoy scenic trips through the mountains like we do today. That would
have been especially true in winter. The travel would have been dangerous and it was
grueling. The Septimer Pass heading down to Milan was lined with a number, perhaps
hundreds, of crosses where travelers had been killed along the way.2 Many of the wilder spots
in the Alps were so terrifying they were given names of places from hell.3 Still, the two
monks made it in one piece.
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Right before the two men reached Rome, Luther had to be hospitalized for a stomach
ailment. Still, the two men managed to make it to Rome in just a little over a month, which if
you think about it was really not bad at all. That meant that they averaged about twenty to
twenty-five miles a day.
Now I bring that up, not because I want you to become experts on travel in medieval times
but rather because I want you to understand something of the personal sacrifice involved
when pilgrims traveled in Luther’s day. It was a terrifying undertaking and it was exhausting.
It was dangerous and the danger was not just related to thieves and robbers but to disease,
and to difficult geography and to inclement weather. Now that raises the question, “Why
would anyone purposely want to go through that kind of journey?”
The answer is that the medieval Catholic believed the spiritual rewards associated with such
a trip were great. Individuals could, by making a pilgrimage, do works of penance that that
would restore the baptismal grace they had lost in committing sin. They could also obtain
indulgences, indulgences which helped do away the debt of temporal punishment…owed for
sin.
Now the reason that happened…the reason penance and indulgences were important…was
because medieval Catholics viewed justification like this. They believed that at baptism a
person received the grace of baptism and that a person was restored to a state of innocence.
They also believed that after that whenever a person sinned a measure of that justifying grace
was lost.
Over a period of time, a person committing a measure of sin lost more and more of their
justifying grace. It is almost as if they viewed grace as a substance that “leaked out” when a
person sinned…something like water out of a bathtub. Now if a person committed a mortal
sin…all of the grace they had received in their baptism was lost.
The question then became and this was a very important question…what does a person do to
restore themselves to the state of grace they had before. The answer was they were to do
works of penance. The Council of Trent put it this way…
As regards those who, by sin, have fallen from the received grace of Justification,
they may be again justified, when, God exciting them, through the sacrament of
Penance they shall have attained to the recovery, by the merit of Christ, of the grace
lost: for this manner of Justification is of the fallen the reparation: which the holy
Fathers have aptly called a second plank after the shipwreck of grace lost.4
Now to state that as plainly as I can, the Catholic Church taught that when a person sinned
they lost the grace that they had first obtained in their baptism. It also taught that a person
could restore themselves to a state of grace by doing works of penance. Penance then was a
sacrament in that it was the vehicle through which God’s grace was received, or perhaps it
would be better to say received all over again. God’s grace was first obtained in baptism and
then if lost reattained through penance.
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Now I am spending some time here because I want to distinguish in your minds the
difference between doing works of penance and procuring an indulgence. Penance had to do
with justification. That is penance removed the penalty of eternal punishment.
Indulgences, on the other hand, removed the penalty of temporal sin. Now that is hard for a
good Protestant to grasp. We do not separate the two ideas. We believe that Jesus’ death
redeemed us from the temporal and eternal punishment of our sin. Although, we do freely
acknowledge that God does sometimes chasten us temporally for our sin. Still, that is not
how good medieval Catholics looked at it. They believed that sin had to be paid for both
eternally and temporally. They believed that baptism and penance removed the eternal
punishment for sin. But they believed that purgatory removed the temporal punishment of
sin. That is, a fully justified person might not go straight into heaven until the temporal
punishment of their sins was obtained. That is what indulgences did. They sped up or in some
cases removed the temporal punishment of sin in purgatory. Now that is not always what
people heard. Sometimes on account of their ignorance or on account of the unscrupulous
nature of the person hawking indulgences people heard, “Commit whatsoever sin you
desire and obtain forgiveness for it.” But that was never the official position of the
church. Still that happened and it happened, I think, a good deal more than the modern
church is willing to admit. Now in case you think I am being unfair in my explanation of the
difference between “penances” and “indulgences” let me read to you a quote from the
online Catholic Encyclopedia.
In the Sacrament of Baptism not only is the guilt of sin remitted, but also all the
penalties attached to sin. In the Sacrament of Penance the guilt of sin is removed, and
with it the eternal punishment due to mortal sin; but there still remains the temporal
punishment required by Divine justice, and this requirement must be fulfilled either in
the present life or in the world to come, i.e., in Purgatory. An indulgence offers the
penitent sinner the means of discharging this debt during his life on earth.5
Now you can see, I think, why Luther’s trip to Rome was important for Luther. Listen to
what Richard Friedenthal writes:
The city of Rome was the goal of every devout pilgrim. To go there guaranteed a
large indulgence. To have seen the holy places was for many the most ardent desire
and the greatest experience of their lives. Such must have been the attitude of the
young Father Luther.6 When Luther first gained sight of the City of Rome he fell to
the ground and shouted out, “Holy Rome, I salute thee!”7
There were all kinds of opportunities to obtain indulgences in Rome but not only was it
possible to obtain an indulgence, it was possible to obtain a plenary indulgence, which meant
that not just a part but the whole of temporal punishment could be discharged simply by
visiting a shrine and listening to mass while there and making confession and receiving
communion.
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It was common for pilgrims to not only obtain an indulgence for themselves but also for their
family members. This was especially true for priests…who sought for themselves the right to
say mass in any shrine they could for saying the Mass for themselves gained them additional
merit. Luther was to say later and you have to understand the way Luther was to get this, “
Oh! how I regret that my father and mother are still alive! What pleasure I should
have in delivering them from the fire of purgatory by my masses, my prayers, and by
so many other admirable works!”8
Anyway, Luther visited all of the shrines…that is, all of the important ones…including the
seven major churches of Rome. We don’t have anything like a daily log of his travels but we
know enough to know that he hit all of the major spots. Luther was terrified at the lack of
spirituality and decorum manifested by the Italian priests. He disliked them immensely and
they returned the favor…thinking of him as lumbering, German oaf.
In one of the places where Luther was permitted to say Mass, one of the priests…the priest
superintending the visitors who were performing the ceremony kept whispering, “Passa,
passa, passa…” which is Italian for “Hurry it up…get a move on.” It irritated Luther
immensely. But the Italians were used to visiting priests and the long lines of priests wanting
to say Mass caused them to want to keep things moving. Richard Marius writes:
Roman priests like Christian priests everywhere at the time were paid to say masses
for the souls of the dead. They sped along, Luther said, as if doing a trick…9
Luther, of course, was outraged that they lacked the same sense of reverence toward the
Mass that he had come to know and love in Germany. He actually said their actions made
him want to vomit. On the other hand, they were annoyed that he was such an idealist.
In another place, Luther recounted that one of the priests next to him had completed seven
masses while he was still working on his first. The priest turned and spoke sharply to him
saying, “Hurry up and send the Son back to His mother.”10
And in another place, when Luther was eating supper with a group of Italian priests he heard
them brag openly about substituting in the Mass at the place where they were supposed to
consecrate the bread these words, “Panis es, et panis manebis; vinum es, et vinum
manebis.” Now, for a good Catholic such would have been blasphemous. What they were
saying was, “Bread thou art and bread thou wilt remain.” The Luther added that the
priests went ahead and offered the bread up for the adoration of the common people laughing
all the while at their ignorance and superstition. It infuriated Luther. He later wrote,
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I was a thoughtful and pious young monk. Such language grieved me bitterly.
If ‘tis thus they speak at Rome, freely and publicly at the dinner table,
wondered I to myself, what would it be if… all — pope, cardinals, and courtiers
— thus repeat the mass!11
But the behavior of the priests was really just a reflection of the lawlessness of the times.
Many of the churches surrounding Rome were very difficult to get to because of bands of
marauders that often swooped down on pilgrims robbing them of their money and offerings.
In fact, while Luther was in Rome the situation had gotten so bad that the Pope had begun to
send out a nightly patrol of three hundred horsemen to patrol the city. If they found anyone
out on the roads they were punished. If they were armed they were immediately hung or
thrown into the Tiber River.12
Now the most famous incident of Luther’s stay in Rome occurred as he climbed the Sancta
Scala in one of [his] pilgrimmages.13 It was one of the most important shrines in all of Rome.
It was staircase and it was believed to be the very staircase Christ ascended and descended in
His appearance before Pilate.
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Now does any question come to mind with me saying that?
It should. Jesus ascended and descended the steps up to Pilate, if there were any steps, not in
Rome but in Jerusalem and Jerusalem is 1,428 miles to the east. So the question that ought to
come to your mind is, “Just how did a very large marble staircase wind up 1,428 miles
away from where it was first installed?” The answer to that question has been different in
different ages. In Luther’s day, it was believed to have been magically transported from
Jerusalem to Rome by angels. In our day, the faithful say St. Helen, who happened to be
Constantine’s mother paid to have it removed and reinstalled in Rome.
Anyway, the Sancta Scala was enclosed in a small chapel just outside the church of St. John
the Lateran. Pilgrims came from everywhere to climb the staircase on their knees and to kiss
the steps and to pray an “Our Father.” Each step gained for the faithful pilgrim and
indulgence of 9 years…that is, it removed nine years from a person’s stay in purgatory.
There were certain steps that had crosses carved into them and each of those counted double.
If a person climbed the whole staircase, and who could not climb the whole thing once there,
procured for themselves or someone they loved a plenary indulgence, which meant a
complete indulgence or release from all of the temporal punishment of sin to be suffered in
Purgatory. Luther climbed the steps, all twenty-eight steps on his knees, kissing each step as
he went and saying the necessary “Our Father” not for himself but for the benefit of his
deceased grandfather.14
When he got to the top and tuned and looked back down his son Paul later wrote that Luther
said to himself, “The just shall live by faith.” But I have to tell you I don’t think that is what
he said at all. I don’t think he had come to that conclusion yet. In fact, I think he was still
about five years away from his breakthrough understanding of the gospel. Besides, Luther
himself says later that he stood up looked back down the staircase and said to himself, “Who
can know if these things are so?”15
Now that was, I think, a remarkable conclusion for medieval Catholic monk to draw.
Luther had come to Rome with an innocence and naiveté and he was going back home to
Erfurt a better, wiser, sadder man. Later he would say, He came to Rome with garlic and
left with onions…which I think amounts to about the same thing. Now, I don’t want you to
get the wrong idea. Luther was not yet a reformer…but the Lord had planted seeds of
disillusions in his mind. He was no Protestant…he was still in every way a Catholic…but the
Lord had started a rumbling deep down in his soul and the Lord intended that disillusionment
to grow until Luther was altogether miserable. It would be necessary for the Lord to hollow
Luther out completely before he would be able to receive and hold the truth of the doctrine of
justification for himself. And Rome had had helped to push that process along. Luther was no
longer quite so naive but he still believed in the medieval Catholic Church. He still believed
that all that was needed was a strong reforming Pope to come in a sweep all the unbelief and
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unbelievers and put an end to all the abuses. But alas, that was not what was going to happen.
The pope of the future, Leo X, was exactly the opposite of what Luther hoped for. The
abuses were going to get worse and then the gospel was going to break in on Luther and
subsequently on the whole world.
Still Luther could not yet see it coming. Still, he was hopeful that things might be made right.
A month after he and his traveling companion had arrived in Rome, they set off again across
the Alps and back to Erfurt. When Luther arrived he was transferred almost immediately to
Wittenberg, which a very small town in comparison to Erfurt. He was transferred, I think,
because Von Staupitz wanted Luther’s talent near him and he himself had been transferred to
Wittenberg to take the theological chair at the new university. Luther was able to finish his
doctorate work there and on October 18-19, 1512 he graduated as a Doctor of Holy Scripture.
Within the year, Von Staupitz switched him from teaching philosophy to teaching the Bible.
Luther started first with the Psalms and then followed the Psalms with Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans. After that, he began to teach Galatians. Somewhere, during the Epistle to the
Romans he came to his understanding of the gospel.
Now, the conflict for Luther and the breakthrough for Luther came in the word
“righteousness” as it is used in Romans 1:17.
NIV

Romans 1:17…For in the gospel a righteousness from God is revealed, a

righteousness that is by faith from first to last, just as it is written: ʺThe righteous
will live by faith.ʺ
Now what Luther struggled to understand was what Paul meant by the righteousness of God.
You see, the way scholars understood it in that day was that it was the righteousness God
demanded and fro an introspective, slightly neurotic monk, the righteousness God demanded
was a terrifying thing. Later Luther would say this:
I had indeed been captivated with an extraordinary ardor for understanding Paul in
the Epistle to the Romans. But…a single word in Chapter 1…stood in my way. For I
hated that word “righteousness of God,” which, according to the use and custom of
all the teachers, I had been taught to understand as that righteousness…with which
God is righteous and punishes the unrighteous sinner.
Though I lived as a monk without reproach, I felt that I was a sinner before God…I
did not love, yes, I hated the righteous God who punishes sinners…Thus I raged with
a fierce and troubled conscience. Nevertheless, I beat importunately upon Paul at that
place…desiring to know what St. Paul wanted.
At last, by the mercy of God, meditating day and night, I gave heed to the context of
the words, namely, “In it the righteousness of God is revealed, as it is written, ‘
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He who through faith is righteous shall live.’” There I began to understand that the
righteousness of God is that by which the righteous lives by a gift of God, namely by
faith…it is the righteousness of God revealed by the gospel, that is, the passive
righteousness with which merciful God justifies us by faith…Here I felt that I was
altogether born again and had entered paradise itself through open gates…And I
extolled my sweetest word with a love as great as the hatred with which I had before
hated the word “righteousness of God.” Thus that place in Paul was for me truly the
gate to paradise.16
You see the reason for Luther’s confusion…the reason for much of medieval Catholicism’s
confusion centered in the fact that they believed at baptism a person was made intrinsically
righteous…that is, they believed a person was actually made holy on the inside. I think if you
want to understand Luther’s battle you ought to keep this image in mind.
What that meant practically was that baptism and penance for medieval Catholicism was the
key. Baptism made a person intrinsically righteous and penance provided an opportunity to
restore righteousness lost through sin. Now, part of the misunderstanding stemmed back to
Jerome’s translation of the Latin Vulgate. Whenever he translated the word for “to justify” he
used the Latin word “justificare” which is derived from two Latin words…”justis” and “
facere” which when combined mean to “make righteous.”
Romans 3:28…For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from
observing the law.
NIV

Romans 3:28…arbitramur enim iustificari hominem per fidem sine operibus
Legis
VUL

The problem with that was that the underlying Hebrew and Greek words for “to justify” both
carried the nuance “to declare righteous” rather than “to make righteous.” I hope you can
see why that matters. If not maybe this will help. I am reading from Alister McGrath’s
Reformation Thought.
What is Luther talking about in this famous passage, which vibrates with the
excitement of discovery? It is obvious that his understanding of the phrase the
‘righteousness of God’ has changed radically. But what is the nature of this
change?
The basic change is fundamental. Originally Luther regarded the precondition for
justification as a human work, something which the sinner had to perform, before
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he or she could be justified. Increasingly convinced, through his reading of
Augustine, that such an act was impossible, Luther could only understand the
righteousness of God…as a punishing righteousness. But in this passage, he
narrates how he discovered a ‘new’ meaning of the phrase — a righteousness
which God gives to the sinner. In other words, God himself meets His own
demand, graciously giving sinners what He requires them to have if they are to be
justified. An analogy may help...
Let us suppose that you are in prison, and are offered your freedom on condition
that you pay a heavy fine. The promise is real — so long as you can meet the
precondition, the promise will be fulfilled. Catholic theology worked on the
presupposition, initially shared by Luther, that you have the necessary money
stashed away somewhere. As your freedom is worth far more than the money, you
are being offered a bargain. So you pay the fine. This presents no difficulties so
long as you have the necessary resources. But Luther increasingly came to share
the view of Augustine that sinful humanity just doesn’t have any money. In that
regard, Luther was correctly reading the Bible’s analysis of man’s condition.
Now, you can see why that caused Luther a problem. Since sinners you don’t
have the money, the promise of freedom have any relevance to their situation. For
Luther, therefore, and for Augustine before him, the good news of the gospel is
that you have been given the necessary money with which to buy your freedom.
In other words, the precondition has been met for you by someone else.
Luther’s insight, which he describes in this autobiographical passage, is that the
God of the Christian gospel is not a harsh judge who rewards individuals
according to their merits, but a merciful and gracious God who bestows
righteousness upon sinners as a gift.17
Now that was Luther’s discovery, rather his rediscovery of the gospel. It was not, however,
Luther’s gift to the church. It is the gift of the Lord Jesus to all those that call on Him in faith
and I wonder this morning…I wonder if even here there might not be someone that is still
trying to work their way into God’s favor…or trying to work their best to keep God’s favor.
If you are, you never going to make it. You are never going to attain to a level of
righteousness that will please Him because all you righteousness, not all you sin…but all
your righteousness is as filthy rags. But He has promised if anyone will come to Him He’ll
not turn them away.
NIV

Matthew 11:28…ʺCome to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I

will give you rest.”
Now do you know what that means? It means he’ll rest you from pursuing righteousness to
gain God’s favor. It means he’ll give you His own imputed righteousness to cover you over
like a pure white garment and that He’ll make you to be at peace with God. That’s what
Luther rediscovered and what Paul preached and what many of us have come to know
experientially. You can know it too, if you don’t…just come…not by works but by faith.
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Let’s pray.
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